In the beginning....

England, 1981: In search of
himself, a disillusioned teenager
runs the sub-cultural gauntlet in
this dark, traumatic,
rite-of-passage road movie.

Think - ‘This is England’ meets
‘The Football Factory’ via
‘Quadrophenia’.

A sign of the time
Punk Snot Dead is based on the true-life story of
Cameron Mouat - aka Morat - a renowned music
journalist and photographer who has two fiction
novels in development for a series by Canadian
producton company, Rogue Rock Pictures.
Britain in ‘81 wasn't a glamorous place, not
everybody was dancing in the street to Duran Duran
and Spandau Ballet.
Packed with historical and music culture, Punk Snot
Dead is a coming-of-age story like no other, and a
glance at an England that is no more.
The cities were aflame with rioting. One in ten of
the population was unemployed. The Specials' Ghost
Town hit number one in the charts. Whilst a royal
wedding attempted to keep everybody distracted.
Meanwhile, a 17-year-old punk rocker, young, dumb,
and full of... curiosity, decides to flee his small
village life and dead end job - seduced by the
illusion of the Rock n' Roll lifestyle.
Immediately, he is submerged into the madness and
badness of 80s tribal gangs and runaways. Watching
a band play shouldn’t be a life-threatening event
but gigs in the early 80s meant exposure to gangs
of skinheads, feral bouncers, rabid undercover
police officers and the erm... Bath Warriors.
Morat’s credits include: Melody Maker, Kerrang,
Metal Hammer, Vive Le Rock, Classic Rock, Maximum
Guitar, Maxim and Total Tattoo.

The Reason Why
Punk Snot Dead is a story of survival. Punk didn't
die with Sid Vicious. It got harder, faster, more
sussed and also more dangerous.
But it was infectious. And in the same way Social
Media in the 2020's has given everybody an
opportunity to have a say on everything and
anything, Punk Rock gave the Youth a voice. That
voice wasn't always used wisely.
Have you ever stood outside of a show in a big
city, drenched in sweat and unsure where you’re
sleeping that night? Have you ever been saddled
with people who you don’t particularly like, but it
beats going it alone? Have you ever found yourself
looking down the wrong end of a beating for no
other reason than how you dress or where you’re
from?
It shouldn't be a time that you'd want to remember,
but the music and subculture of the era is so
exciting and contagious, it refuses to die off. The
first musical counter culture (Hippies aside
possibly) that was based on an ideology rather than
a fashion.
This is the story of how one man survived the wild
west-end of that scene.

Losing the plot
The plot of Punk Snot Dead is one pretty much every
music fan knows in one way or another: a 17-yearold kid, hungry for live music, cheap booze and
sexual attention, spends a two-week work vacation
bumming around England, crashing on any couch he
can and getting into trouble along the way.
Saddled with a thieving new friend who never has
any cigarettes of his own, our intrepid protagonist
thumbs his way from one historic venue to another,
dodging assault by skinheads, cops, and even more
terrifying skinheads in the quest to immerse
himself in the burgeoning music scene and forget
the troubles of his home life.
Along the way, he insults Siouxsie Sioux by asking
her to sign the wrong band’s shirt, nearly ruins a
Royal Wedding, and has his life saved by Lemmy.
It's a fascinating view into what it was to be a
Teenager in London during the early ’80s.
Not only does Punk Snot Dead paint a picture of a
city where sweaty, cramped music venues still
thrived, and where roving groups of punks were
still a somewhat novel and entertaining sight, it
portrays an unromanticised version of this world —
sure, a notable squat might have felt edgy and
bohemian to punks at the time, but it was also a
dangerous shit hole, and now it’s a car park.

Who are ya...
There are two main male lead characters in Punk Snot
Dead: Morat, a naïve, yet impulsive misty-eyed dreamer
and Neil, a loud-mouthed ponce.
Whilst the main characters are of English, white,
working class background. The script demonstrates both
class and race relations of 1981 and shows a clear line
between positive and negative attitudes in that
demographic.
Indeed amongst the background characters there are
meaty roles for strong female, black, mixed-race and
Asian characters:
Corrine - Trafalgar punk. French. Fiery but polite.
Black Luke - Trafalgar punk. Intense commedian.
Toothpaste - a black Mancunian positive punk.
Traditional Asian family - good natured and humourous.
Various other roles for positive street-cultured black
males and females. Plus a Brit-based cast of International punks.
Adapting to living in-the-moment, road-toughening comes
quickly for Morat and he soon learns that all is not as
it seems. Is this really a better life than what he
left behind?
Soldiering on, he experiences more in a fortnight than
most people manage in a lifetime, before returning home
when his ‘holiday’ is over.
However, the Morat 2.0 who returns home, doesn’t fit
back into the mould he left behind – where he is both
fired and betrayed by his step-father.

Why is PSD the one to
tell this story?
The runaway world of London Punk contains
many stories, some of glory but mostly of
people escaping heartache and pain. Starting
a new world together with like-minded, lost
souls.
But the darker side of damaged bullies
looking for a new victim is never far away.
The book author spent years in this fledgling
music scene, whilst the screenwriter passed
through a few years later.
This is not researched fiction from the minds
of fantasists, this is written and formatted
by those who experienced this maniac
lifestyle first hand.
The beauty of Punk Snot Dead is that it
features real life characters to add
authenticity. Morat’s unique, real-life,
life-long, relationships with these
characters enable PSD to portray this world
in a way no other can.
The Authenticity of Punk Snot Dead is second
to none!

this world is ours
Punk Snot Dead is set mainly in city centres: London,
Bath, Gloucester and Manchester. Establishing shots
aside, most of the scenes are set in back streets,
alley ways or other low cost sets.
Period, stock-footage of certain scenes (royal
wedding) and locations (motorways, city icons) would
be used sparsely to add realism.
The music scene in which Punk Snot Dead is set in bred
a list of bands who number a cool 6m Facebook fans
between them in 2021.

PSD Guide Playlist - http://spoti.fi/3by2EI5
The music for PSD is as exciting, fresh and integral
as it was for Pulp Fiction.
There are four options to suit budgetary restrictions
including original period music, original ‘live’
music, original ‘new’ music and re-recordings/cover
versions .
For ‘Live Gig’ segments lowest cost original live
footage could be intercut with cast stills to form
premium style sequences for a non-premium price.

Live Music Sequence Demo - http://bit.ly/2ZIgRg5
Original score can be produced by associates of the
writers

It’s a Sell Out...
Punk Rock – especially the more rabid breed of
StreetPunk from the early 1980’s has spread
across the world and found a home on housing
tenements and estates the world over giving a
voice to disaffected youth. British punk of this
era is still highly regarded as being the
originators.
World-wide interest in the scene which PSD is set
is huge.
Celebrity fans including, Ben Stiller, Peter
Dinklage, Gillian Anderson, Ru Paul, Justin
Theroux, Jonathon Ross, Chris Packham and
Elizabeth Hurley.
More recently various current pop-culture stars
have been photographed sporting band t-shirts
from this untapped era'

Trainspotting director, Danny Boyle is currently
(2021) producing 'Pistol' following the story of
the Sex Pistols, the band who spawned the mother
scene of the world presented in Punk Snot Dead.
Of course ‘Pistol’ viewers will want to know what
happened next? Enter Punk Snot Dead....
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